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NEWS
100 Million Lost In Market
English Tax Rate High

VOL. LXII No. 11

Apologies To Editor
Hungarians Strike In Mine

PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1934

British "Do Nothing" Policy
Educate Home -Then
Youth

RADIO DEBATE
WBZ
FRI. 4:15-5:00

BATES DEBATERS MEET
BACK TO BATES BATES TACKLES MAINE SAT.
NORTHWESTERN UNIV. NIGHT ON NOV. 2
IN STATE SERIES OPENER;
OVER N.RC. HOOK-UP Coach Morey To Speak

Fascist Student Razzed
F. E. R. A. Funds Restricted
.NILS LENNARTSONlu the trial of Samuel Insull, begun
\s.;ek, 75 LaSalle St. brokerage
bouses seut nieu with 2,500 docu, exhibits to be arranged In
.,.,,_.". L. ;i..-constructed showcases along
200 witnesses
lUK i .Hiit-room walls.
vull be called. Tne government expect: t" show that investors lost 100
million in a nation-wide stock-selling
campaign in 1»2», because the pyramided liiiancial structure resting on
me holding company. Middle West
Utilities, needed new money. Among
tin: small business men and the three
unemployed in the jury box, none was
an insuli investor.
lllls

I „. question of taxation in America
seems burdening enough but consider
the t-iiglish for a moment. In U. S., a
married man with an income of $2,000
pays no lax on it. in England, his ex, HI is only $750; and on anything
over *-,uuu he pays 22 and one-hall
percent Supertax begins at $10,000.
Local tuxes are as high as in America.
Indirect taxes are higher. A bottle of
key costs $3.10 of which $2.10 is
lax. i'opular cigarettes cost twentylive cents for twenty—just twice the
American price. The "Digest" suggests that seeing alleged "recovery"
with taxes like that alongside is like
tbe lunatic who used to hit himself on
the head with a hammer because it
[ell so nice when he left off.
Study our Constitution and you will
liud countless instances of imitation
ui English policies. Many observors
have lately been pointing at Kngland
with her alleged recovery and attributing it to a do-nothing policy, letting
nature take its course. That is how
America should have effected recovery, they wail.
H was with something of a shock,
then, that these wailers heard President Roosevelt declare in his latest
radio address: "—much of our New
Deal is only an attempt to catch up
with English reforms that go back ten
years or more." No longer can the
«zVUca damn the New Deal as UnAmerican bceause it is Un-Britlsh.
Dr. -Yicholas Murray Butler, who has
known all Presidents from Harrison
down, assumes the role of Jeremiah
lor modern youth and says:
"There is unfortunately a very
broad distinction between going to
school and getting an education.—For
modern youth in his search for excellence—the flood of second rate
literature has obscured the great
streams from Greece and Rome and
dried up desire for these wells of
English literature, Shakespere and the
Bible.—I will, in the next year, devote
most of my energies to improvement
ot the home as one of the most Important factors of education."
To Arthur G. Staples go our apologies tor careless errors. Mr. Staples is
editor of the "Journal", not the "Sun",
and his columns are titled "Plain

Talks".
Last week, 1,200 Hungarian miners
lucking away 1,000 feet underground
in the Maseck hills sent up an ultimatum to their employers. They had
been getting only J2 a week wages
ami had reached the hunger point of
wanting to eat the little pit ponies.
I.i their ultimatum they asked for $3.50
a week or threatened to feast on the
ponies and then smash the ventilators.
They preferred death by suffocation
i" one by starvation. After five days,
the owners agreed to raise wages.
Then the workers, starved and halfmad, were hauled back to daylight.

Gordon Jones and Bond Perry To Debate
Western League Champions
Friday P. M.
TO BROADCAST FROM
CHICAGO-BOSTON
STUDIOS
Debate On Federal
Grants To Schools

Dr. Goodwin
Honored By
Colleagues

Recognition of the high rank of
Bates in debating circles will be given
once again when a debating team representing Bates, acknowledged champions of the east, will meet a team from
Northwestern University, western
champions, in a radio debate next Friday afternoon. The debate will be
broadcast over a national hookup from
4:15 to 5:00 P. M. Eastern Standard
Time. The Bates team of K. Gordon
Jones '35 and Bond M. Perry '35 will
speak from the studios of WBZ in Boston, and the Northwestern debaters
will speak from an NBC station in
Chicago.
Last year Bates also had this signal
honor of representing the East against
the West for national forensic honors.
The fine exhibition put on at that time
by Frank Murray '34 and Theodore
Seamon '34 when they met a team
from the University of Iowa is still to
be remembered. The choice of Bates
again to represent the East climaxes
another successful year of debating in
the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating
League in which Bates last year tied
Yale for foremost honors. Although
there is no decision in this debate, it
does offer an opportunity for radio
listeners throughout the country to
compare the best in the East with the
best in the West.
National Debate Question
The question to be discussed is the
one which is being used by high
schools and colleges throughout the
United States this year: Resolved, that
the federal government should adopt
the policy of equalizing educational opportunity throughout the nation by
means of annual grants to the several
9tates for public elementary and secondary education. Notice of this debate
has been given to approximately forty
high school debating leagues in the
nation so that they may take advantage of this opportunity to hear a
keen, analytical discussion of their
national question for the year. Bates
people everywhere have been notified
(Continued on Page 3)

Made Fellow Of American
College Of Surgeons
In Boston
Dr. Ralph A. Goodwin, college
physician, of Auburn was made a fellow of the American College of Surgeons in Boston last Friday night.
Dr. Goodwin, who has been attending
the twenty-fourth Clinical Congress of
the American College of Surgeons in
Boston this last week, received his

■BK9u
DR. RALPH A. GOODMAN
fellowship at the annual convocation
held in Symphony Hall. The Fellowship is conferred in recognition of
merit and quality in required surgical
work and in Hospital service.
Dr. Goodwin was graduated from
Bates in 1908, and from Harvard
Medical School in 1913. From 1913 to
1916 he was House Surgeon at the
Rhode Island Hospital in Providence.
For the past eighteen years he has
been practicing in Lewiston aud Auburn. During this time he has been
on the surgical service at the Central Maine General Hospital, and for
the past four years he has served in
the capacity of a major attending surgeon. Since 1922 Dr. Goodwin has been
the physician at Bates.
Ralph A. Goodwin. Jr.. son of Dr.
Goodwin, is a member of this year's
Freshman Class.
.

Freshmen To Have Bates Increases
Prominent Roles
Scholarship Grants
In Productions Somebody once said that the easiest

The complete casts for the three
one-act plays to be presented by the
4-A Players on November 8 and 9
have been announced by the Executive Committee of the club. The
greater part of the casts have had
little experience with college dramatics but they are all showing an
graduates of 26 Italian colleges unusual amount of talent in the resailed home last week after a sightThe Stoker, by Harold Brighouse,
seeing and good-will tour of U. S.
coll gee. The receptions tendered the which is being coached by William
Haver has the following cast: Sunnier
students were various. At
Libbey '36 as Archie ■£•»*££
Princeton a lone townsman cried, than
as Peter Howard, Wil"Down with Mussolini," and was liam Bartlett
Hamilton '37 as The Captain.
off campus.
At Yale, 10 John Ciardi
'38 as the Stoker. ElizaMti-Fascists created a slight disturb- beth Quimby '38 as Mrs.^eighton and
ance outside the dining hall. At the Anita Gauvreau '38 as Sheila PaUant.
College of the City of New York there Ruth Merrill '38 was cast for the
*ere loud hisses and boos as the part of Sheila Pallant but last ev.eJ'alians filed into a convocation of ning. the college nurse had advised
indents. President Robinson her o refuse the part due to Ulness.
snapped: "The conduct of some of you Anita Gauvreau who has shown much
W »iirsi. than that of guttersnipes.
possibility, has agreed to substitute
T1
"-" ensued a battle during which th*
'uuiang quietly slipped out a back f0rTIUrty Minutes In A Street a pic^°°r- Later eleven ringleaders were ture of a wayside experience of a
Dismissed from college.
shortsighted nian. will be the comedy
of the group. The Straj'Man will be
T,
i< re are some variations of P°"cy taken by Butler Seedman 38. the
'" administration of college FERA Man With A Bag. Charles Market 37;
funds this year. The following remarks the Curate. Thomas Vernon 35, the
are
quoted from a letter of FERA Ad- Actor, Joy Dow '35; the Child Conministrator Harry Hopkins.
stance Sawyer, the daughter of Prof,
"6- Funds alloted shall be used to and Mrs. William H. Sawyer; the
Pay students for doing socially desire- Rich Lady, Elizabeth Fosdick '35;
able work, including the sort custom- Charwomen. Charlotte Longely '35 and
arily done in the institution by stu- Elizabeth Kadjperooni 38; the Girl.
dents who are working their way Susan Chandler '38; Hostess, Char'"rough college, such as clerical, li- lotte Corning '38; the Visitor, Mary
br
ary, and research. Regular class in- Han, -35: the Professor, Willard Hig"'"iction shall be excluded, adult edu- "ins '35- the Student, Gale Freeman
cation, recreation, and other activities rqfi- Shopgirls, Charlotte Harmon '35
that increase the usefullness of the and Margaret" March '38; Old Lady,
college to the community.—
Geer '36; Old Gent eman Rob""■ Inasmuch as the principal ob- Louise
ert Frost '38; the Musician, Joseph
jective of using relief funds for stu- Linehan '38; Servants, Irving Isaacdent aid is to increase the number of
young men and women going to col- son '37 and Clifton Gray 3.. and the
Young Man, Frederick Bailey 38.
lege, funds alloted shall not be used to
Dority '35 is coach.
replace college funds heretofore avail- John
The third play. The Man Who
able for student aid. Ordinary main- Wouldn't
Go To Heaven, directed by
tenance work about the college, waitNan Wills '35. is a fantasy. The char
ing on table in dining halls, and other acters
are played by Bernlce Winston
routine activities that would have to •37 as Margaret; Lewis Revey 86 as
he carried on anyway shall be financed •37 as luargarei; t«=».= «-- - Ri(.h.
William Earles 37 as
|1 from the usual sources, not from Thariel;
ard Alton; George Doyle 38 as aouuy
FERA funds.

The College will hold its annual
"Back to Bates Night" this year on
Friday evening, November 2. The
Alumni Council Committee, which
consists of Dexter R. Kneeland '18.
Elmer W. Campbell '27, and John H.
Manning '30, will provide a program
for the men at the Alumni Gymnasium. The women will meet at Hathorn Hall and Chase Hall under the
auspices of their Council Committee;
Mrs. Quimby '18, Mrs. Ethel Pierce
'94, and Muriel M. McLoed '32.
Coach Dave Morey will give one
of the addresses, and there will be
a number of Alumni speakers who
have not yet been announced.
The two Varsity Club committees,
the first for Friday night and the second for the informal dance sponsored
by the club on Saturday night, are
composed of the following people:
Damon Stetson '36, Howard Norman
'35. Robert Darling '36, Walter Gay
'35, Charles Gore '37, Robert Saunders
'36, and Frank Pendleton '35.

STUDENT BODY
MEETS IN GYM
Prof. S. T. Crafts Conducts
Songs For First Assembly

LARGE CASTS
IN 4-A ONE-ACT
PLAY GROUP

NAN WELLS, HAVEN AND
DORITY ARE STUDENT
COACHES

At Gathering In
Alumni Gym

thing in the world to do is to criticize.
It might be added to that there is no
place easier to do that than in one's
college. It is not to be believed that
Bates College is unique in the unfavorable criticism it gets from its
undergraduates, for wherever men are
human nature is such that they will
criticize and oftentimes, rightly so.
This is not reason however to be
blind to any existent virtues.
The following figures taken from the
Collegiate Information Chart are intended to show In part the extent to
which Bates College is helping its
students make their way financially.
In the year 1933-34 there were
scholarships available for the amount
of ?18.500. In the year of 1932-33 the
amount of $12,500 was given out from
the $15,000 revolving loan fund. From
1928 till 1933 a total of some $70,000
has been given out in scholarship
grants. It is of interest to see that
the trend in amount has increased
despite the depression conditions.
Year
Scholarships
1928-29
$10,150
1929-30 .
$10,750
1930-31
$13,250
1931-32
$16,000
1932-33
$17,625
1633-34
$18,500
Those working their way last year
as janitors, waiters, etc.. numbered
about 130 and their total earnings
reached some $20,000. Then there Is
the FERA aid of about $15 a month to
some 60 students.
.
Add all the figures up and the grana
total of almost $40,000 which was
made available to needy *■*•■»
through the agency of the collegeJfcst
year. A little more B»J**f"
that thl« sum is only a little short of
one-tenth of thl total regular college

[

The first Student Assembly of the
year was held in the Alumni Gymnasium Tuesday morning under the direction of the Student Council. This
was the first Assembly to be attempted in the Gym and attendance
was taken as in a regular Chapel
service.
The proceedings were opened by
selections from the band with Ed
Small directing. A few songs were
then sung by the student body under
the leadership of Prof. Seldon Crafts.
Walter Gay, acting Student Council
President for injured Milton I,indholm, introduced Winston Keck '38,
who played two excellent trombone
solos. "Air Varie" and "Sylvia".
The Assembly was closed by more
numbers from the band and singing
of the Alma Mater by the student
body.
o

BOWDOIN PLAYS GOLBY

Club Members Winner At Orono
Large TP Group
Will Be Favored
Impressed By At Conference
To Take Series
Dr. Storm In Northfield STONE, LINDHOLM, CURTIN,
College Christian Club To
Give Aid In Arabian
Medical Work

Frances Hayden Chosen
Head Of Gen. Comm.
At Northfield

Dr. Harold Storm of Arabia was the
guest of the College Wednesday. He
spoke at the morning chapel exercises,
and in the evening before the Christian Service Club and the Y. M.- and
Y. W. C. A. Cabinets at an informal
supper given in his honor. Immediately following the supper, he entertained the first joint meeting of the
Y. M.- and Y. W. C. A. with an illustrated lecture.
To the Christian Service Club, Dr.
Storm described the professional side
of his work. He is employed as a medical missionary by the Dutch Reformed
Church. He and his colleague have
charge of hospitals in four coast cities,
maintaining headquarters at Muscat
on the Persian •
At the Y meeting, the subject was
approached from a social or cultural
standpoint. Dr. Storm spoke of the influence of the West which is beginning
to make itself felt in Arabia. His remarks on the status of women over
there were of great interest. His talk
was illustrated by slides showing the
geography and customs of Arabia. As
he was speaking. Dr. Storm put on a
typical Arab costume. He also showed
several other articles of interest—an
Arabian coffee-pot, the veil of a
wealthy woman, a pearl-divers basket,
a piece of saddle trimming made of
camel-hair by a desert woman, and a
camel's shoulder-blade used by Arab
children as a slate.
It has been the plan of the Christian
Service Club, in uniting with the Student Volunteer Group, to take over
their project of helping Dr. Storm,
financially. The Y Cabinets have also
become interested in Dr. Storms work,
and it is now proposed to make it an
all-College project. Dr. Storm has left
to the College the articles which he
showed Wednesday, and a case is being made for them in Chase Hall.

Frances Hayden, President of the
Bates Y.W.C.A., was at the Northfield.
Mass.. Conference of last week-end by
being elected Chairman of the General
Committee for the United Christian
Movement. Dr. Raymond Zerby, Bates
Biblical Literature professor and Y.
advisor, was also among the fifty delegates chosen to this committee, which
represented over forty churches and
colleges. Other Bates people present
were Mrs. Fred Maybee, instructor in
English. Ruth Rowe of the Y.W.C.A..
Isabella Fleming and Carleton Mabee
Of the Christian Service Club, Elias
Revey and Russell Fifield of the Y.M.
C.A., and Jean Waring and Thomas
Vernon of the United Baptist church.
This conference was something of a
new nature, including not only Y.
groups but all sorts of Christian organizations. It has adopted the title
of the Student Christian Association.
It was stated that the finest aims of
Christian purposes can only be adequately carried out by co-operative
movements.
The assembly voted to accept the
outline of the movement as worked
out by a committee held at Hartford,
Conn., last spring. This group consisting of sponsers of this plan formed
various commissions to outline the
movement. The aim is to include all
church groups regardless of denomination and to establish a better type of
Christian ideals and service. The programs will include social service work,
international relations, economic problems, missionary work, and religious
education.
Miss Dorothy Fosdick, daughter of
Rev. Harry Emcrsan Fosdick, was
general student chairman of the assembly. Dr. Zerby summaried the
chief points of various speeches and
staled his opinion about the plan. Miss
Gertrude Rutherford outlined the
movement as it exists in Canada. Mr.
Harry VanDusen of Union Theological
School and Mr. Kertly Mather of Harvard College were outstanding speakThirty members present. Meeting at ers.
Isabella Fleming's home in South
The meetings were held at the
Paris last evening. Discussion led by Chateau, a very quaint and unique
Isabella Fleming and Russell Fifield.
type of hotel originally proposed for
a manor which was so famous in
Medieval history.

Heelers Present
Play Before 4-A CHRISTIAN SERVICE
Large Group Begin Study
Of Dramatic Technique
The second meeting of the year for
the 4-A Players was held Tuesday
Evening at the Little Theatre. Following a joint business meeting of
the Players and the Heelers a oneact play was presented to the entire
group for study and analysis. The play.
Enter The Hero, prepared under the
auspices of the Heeler's club was
splendidly coached by Thelma Poulin.
The players were Sumner Libbey '36
as Harold, Millicent Thorp '37 as Ann
Carey. Edith Jordan '36 as Ruth, and
Betty Fosdick "35 as the Mother, Mrs.
Carey. The play which was well done
was received with much applause.
Following the performance the group
attempted to point out the important
points of dramatic technique which
were demonstrated by the play. The
adjournment was followed by a short
meeting of the Executive Committee.

CLUB

Maine Game
Rally Thur.

The rally for the Maine game
will be held Thursday night at
seven o'clock in the gym. George
Mendall, star end. will represent
the team and deliver a few
words. Buck Spinks will also
speak as well as Elmer Campell
'27. While at Bates Campell was
manager of baseball, athletic editor of the Bates alumnus, and an
outstanding basketball player.
He is a brilliant speaker, being
a former varsity debater, and his
message from the alumni viewpoint will be well worth hearing.

campnis

Dimlick Recuperating

Friends of Benjamin Dimlich '35
will be glad to know that he has been
removed from the Isolation ward at
the Central Maine General Hospital
into a private room, where he has been
allowed to see visitors since Tuesday.
His condition is much improved.
Jack Crockett '36, who has been out
of college this fall due to severe illness
with infantile paralysis, is also much
better.

Tumbledown Hike

^riasy^haJ^tXtalkof

Though the hike to Tumbledown
Mountain was officially postponed early
on Sunday morning, a group of eleven
left campus and climbed this favorite
mountain.
A heavy mist persisted all day, and
little could he seen from the summit.
Making up the party, who climbed
over the slippery rocks, were Prof.
Angelo Bertocci, Warren Crockwell,
Clarence Hebert, Robert Coombs, Francis Clark, Gordon Jones, Anita Gauvreau, Elizabeth Stockwell, Margaret
Meleher, Hildegarde Kerkhof, and
Kathryn Thomas.

the little financial aid a Bates student
gets "ut remember these facts. In the
future the results of comparisons with
other colleges of its class will be
given.
Nightingale; Virginia Orbeton '38 as
Eliza Muggins; Barbara Leadbetter
'35 as Sister Mary Theresa; Kathleen
Torsey '37 as Mrs. Cuthbert Bagshaw;
Elizabeth Stevens '37 as Harriet
Rebeccah Strenham, Carleton Mabee
'36 as the Rev. John McNulty; Robert
Crocker '38 as Timothy Toto Newbiggin; and Ashmun Salley '37 as
Derrick Bradley,

The opening meeting of the Bates
Round Table will be held Friday evening, October 26 at 6:15. The dinner,
which will be catered by Currier and
Simpson of Auburn, is being arranged
by Mrs. William H. Sawyer, Jr., Mrs.
Ravmond Kendall, Miss Dora Roberts,
and Mrs. Percy Wilkins.
The program has been entrusted to
Mrs. Samuel Harms, chairman, Mrs.
Seldon T. Crafts, Mrs. Oliver Cutts,
Mrs. Norman Ross, and Mrs. Leslie
Spinks.

Round Table

BOSTON PASTOR
GUEST SPEAKER
The Rev. Malcolm Taylor To
Speak On "Modern Ethical
Standards"

neis

Alumni Notes

Drastic Shifts May Appear
In Morey-team
Lineup
On Saturday Bates travels to Maine
while Bowdoin invades Colby to usher
in another state series spectacle which
for three weeks will provide Mainestaters aud football fans throughout
New England with plenty of action in
six hard fought games to decide the
matter of champion for another year.
Coach Dave Morey has a potential
championship club at Bates but many
things can happen in three weeks
which makes predicting the actual
outcall too hazardous at present. However the consensus of opinion shows
that the winner at Orono, on Saturday, will be favored to carry off the
series honors.
Bates will present a crippled line
against the Bear but the Maine forward wall has been equally hard hit
by injuries, so matters are about even
in that respect.
Stars Out of Game
Bill Stone, bulwark of the line, was
taken out of Saturday's game with a
bad knee and will not see action this
week. Milt Lindholm also suffered a
bad knee injury and it is doubtful
whether he will be ready or not. Ed
Cm-tin, who flashed against B. U.,
has a bad ankle and will not be able
to gallop at Orono. On the other hand
Ted Wellman, hard running back, is
expected to be ready, as well as
Charlie Paige, rugged right half.
McClusky's shoulder is better and he
and Pignone will take care of fullback. Manning aud Valicenti at quarter, and Marcus, Keller, and Purinton,
halfbacks, are all in fine shape and
anxious to go.
The loss of Wes Stoddard in the
New Hampshire game for the rest of
the season was a hard blow to the
whole team. Besides playing an outstanding game Wes had a fine competitive spirit which seemed to provide the spark for the whole team's
fight.
The ends will be well taken care
of by "Bearcat" Mendall and Verdelle
Clark, rangy punter with an adeptness for snagging passes. Wes Dinsmore will probably see plenty of action at right end after his fine playing
Continued on Page 4

FIRST VESPER SERVICE
IN CHAPEL SUNDAY

The first Vesper Service of the college year will be held in the chapel

Among the many visitors to the
campus this weekend were the following former Bates students: Arnold
Adams '33. Warren Harrington "33,
Frank Italia '33, Celia Thompson '33,
Evelyn Crawford '34, Marjorie Bennett '34, Betty Wilson '34, Bernard
Drew '34, Donald Smith '34, Raymond
Hoilis '29, Muriel Beckman '30, Rosamond Meleher '33, Peter Valicenti '32,
Roger Derby '33, George Turner '34,
Arthur Archibald '34, Richard Hall
'34, Jeanette Cutts '30, Kenneth White
N'35. Harold Pond N'35. Jack Marquis
N 35, Ruth Harmon N'33.

AND STODDARD OUT

Student Tea
The first in a series of afternoon
teas was given by the Student Government Board on Sunday afternoon,
October 21st, in Rand Reception Room
from 4:00 to 6:00. To avoid congestion each house was asked to attend
at a stated time. Faculty ladies who
REV. MALCOLM TAYLOR
poured were: Mrs. C. D. Gray, Mrs.
October 28th, at 4:30 P. M. with
Leonard, Mrs. Harms, and Mrs. Gil- on
bert. Music for the occasion was pro- the Rev. Malcolm Taylor the speaker
vided by four freshman girls. Eleanor
Glover, chairman of the committee,
was assisted by the members of the
Student Government Board.

of the afternoon. His topic will be
"Modern Ethical Standards," and
though it suggests somewhat of a
departure from the traditional sermon, it promises to be both interesting and worth while.
A musical contribution to the program will be made by the College
Choir in the form of an anthem and
a choral response.
The speaker comes from Boston
where for the past thirteen years he
has served as General Secretary of
the Protestant Spiscopal Church in
the New England Province. Following his graduation from the University of Virginia and his admittance to
the bar of that state, he entered the
Episcopal Theological School at Cambridge where he later received his
degree of Bachelor of Divinity. During his term as General Secretary,
Mr. Taylor has had a measure of
oversight in the work of the Episcopal Church in regard to New England colleges, and for this reason is
genuinely interested in visiting the
Bates campus.
Dr. Rayborn Zerby has made arrangements for an informal supper
and brief discussion period to be held
Sunday evening at 6:00 P. M. in the
Women's Locker Building, to which
the members of the student body are
cordially invited. Reservations, however, must be made in advance with
some member of the Y. M. C. A.,
Y. W. C. A.,' or Council on Religion.
It is sincerely hoped that as many
students as possible will avail themselves of the opportunities to hear
and meet this gifted speaker.

CLUB NEWS

Janet Hayes at C. M. G.
Janet Hayes '38 of Norwood, Mass.,
was suddenly taken ill with appendicitis on Sunday. She was rushed to
the Central Maine General Hospital
where she underwent an emergency
operation at 11 p. m. The latest report is that her condition is improving
in an encouraging manner, and she
will be able to see visitors by Friday.

Chase Hall Dance
More than a third of the student
body attended the dance at Chase Hall
last Saturday evening. A count of the
paid admissions showed that 283
people attended the affair.

Ramsdell Scientific
At last week's meeting in the botany
laboratory the Ramsdell Scientific
took in four new members: Mira
Briggs '35, Constance Murray '36, Ruth
Rowe '36, and Regina Cantlin '35.
After a business session, President
Dorothy Randolph '35, introduced the
two speakers of the evening. Miss
Lynda Bedell, who talked interestingly
on "Seeds", and Miss Frances Hayden,
on "Trees and How to Distinguish
Them."
The next meeting will be an initiation meeting conducted by Eleanor
Glover '36. Plans are under way for

the Jordan Exhibit to be held in
March. The club would also like to
announce that members will sell candy
at the 4-A plays this year.
Camera Club
The next meeting of the Bates Camera Club will be held in Carnegie
Science Hall Friday night, October 26,
at 7 p. m. Fred Smyth will give a
demonstration of developing and printing. Come to the meeting and see the
process through which your film must
go before it is handed back to you as
a finished picture. New members are
welcome.
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STIBEXT STAFF 19S4-S5
John N. Dority •3.-> (Trl. 83301)
Bond H. Perry, '33 (Tel. 11W-W)
■
Frances Isaacson. '37, Harold Mctann.
Harold 0. Bailey, 96 (Tel. 83364)
Dorothy .1. Ki.nl.all. >M (Tel. »•»
....
Ko.le M. (iallinarl. '3.-. (Tel. 3207.
MarK»rel lloxir. '33 (Tel. 3207)

Editor In Chief
Managing Editor
__. _
*«S! F.lllZ
.
.
W""'" » £
"'
_£*2?S*!!£ 5
r
Women's Sports Editor
3i

OTorlti

National Planning
National planning in recent years
has become one of the frequently advanced panaceas for our economic ailments. But, like all panaceas, it seems
to fall short of expectations when put
'37, Ruth Merrill, '37.
into actual practice. The Russians
SPORTS STAFF
have tried it under a system of govKohert B, Saunders, "36. Editor
Edward Winston. '30. Edward Cnrtin, '30, Milton Glaser, '36. Leslie Hutcbinaon. '36. ernment that removed many of the
barriers to the success of the plan
George Chamberlain, '37, Peter Duncan, '37, Bernard Marcus, '37.
which would be found in a country
DEBATE STAFF
like ours. One of the chief things that
Damon M. Stetson. '36, Editor
the first "Five-year Plan" brought
Gordon Jones. '35, Margaret Perkins, '35.
about was the second plan, which tends
BUSINESS BOARD
to show how involved national plan.lame. W. Oliver, '3.1
Advertising Manager ning becomes even under government
Ralph B. Mimgrave, '33
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COLLEGE should develop in the individual a sense of responsibility. If a college student is incapable of responding to
responsibility, he shouldn't be in college. Moral and ethical
weaklings should not be pampered by any collegiate rulings.
Ultimately, only the fittest will survive in the scheme of life; education may prolong survival, but it cannot affect it.
Classes should be offered for only those who are sufficiently
intelligent to recognize their value. Upper classmen, after their
orientation, should not need incentive other than their own intellectual curisoty to make them attend classes. Punishment in one
form or another for "cutting" classes is inconsistent with this policy.
Students should shoulder their own burden. If they have no
desire to learn, education cannot be thrust down the recesses of
their minds by compulsory attendance rules. In life they will find no
"cut" rules to help them. If college purports to fit students for the
world, it should foster independent individual education.
"Cut" rules are not fair to the individual; they favor the mediocre. To work or to loaf, it is a problem of the individual. As individuals, students should be allowed to solve their own "cut" problems. In the end, it is a wiser course.
—From B. U. News.
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ONE OF THE most encouraging signs we have seen for a
long time is the return of some loyal Bates spirit. A college
after all is not a factory where men and women get together
and learn about economics, sociology and hygiene. There is
an active social life and an altitude towards the group of which each
is a member which is an indication of the harmony of the group.
Past years have seen many articles and much discussion about the
lack of Bates spirit. But there has always been an unobtrusive majority whose regard for the school has not been based entirely on its
athletic victories, whose belief that Bates has something to offer
has not been based entirely on the elaborateness of its social program. These factors enter into any consideration of a college, yet
they are not the whole thing.
The days of the sentimental nineties are past. Yet this does not
mean that all appreciation of worth of our institutions is to be disregarded. Few. of course, could pass through the past depression without a tightening down of judgments. And the result has been that
it is not so easy to fool some of the people all the time, as it was
formerly. That leaves us with our problem of just how much can
we "go for" Bates.

Sudden Death of Triangle
McNally Shocks Students
The college community was deeply
grieved to learn of the sudden and untimely death, last Friday morning of
little Triangle, beloved goldfish of Miss
Virginia McNally. Medical examiner
E. Goodwin, pronounced death due to
"over-feeding aggravated by cramped
living conditions."
Triangle was taken from the Woolworth aquarium but one short week
before, and from that time had made
his home in Room 13, Rand Hall. The
latter fact in itself was thought by
many to be ominous.
Most impressive were the funeral
services held from his late home on
Friday evening. Hundreds passed to
view the body as it lay in state on the
flower-banked bier. At Miss Roberts'
fish dinner, which preceded the ceremony, many were clothed in deep
mourning. The bereaved stood in
hushed silence as Rev. Millicent
Paige delivered the funeral sermon.
She said, in part:
"Triangle's virtue is well-known to
his immediate family and friends. He
led a life of carefree innocence, bringing only pleasure to people (except to
Ginny when she had to empty his
bowl i with his bright flashings to and
fro. No more will he make her spirits
light with his gay presence, or nibble
bits of fish-food from her hands. To
the rest of us his loss will be remarked
and lamented when we find the washbowls empty at the time we want to
use them."

"Poor little Triangle
short were your days
But your memory will rest
With us for always."
To the tune of "The Volga Boatmen,' the choir, leading the cortege
down the corridors, chanted the tuner., dirge, written by «ie *»«»
neral
Dorothy Kimball and Charlotte Harmon:
"Gather ye here
Gather ye here
To hark to the tale
Of Triangle,
Sweet Triangle
Dead Triangle.
Gayly he in his bowl swam and
spiraled;
He was the pampered darling of our
Gin
He stuffed himself, and put too much
within.
Come ye mourners.
Gather round,
And let all your griefs resound.
A-a-allah, A-a-a-llah."
By the flickering light of many
burning tapers, the procession made
its way to the cemetery, located on the
eastern slopes of David's Mountain.
There in the shadow of a lofty pine.
Triangle was layed to rest amid the
heart-rending wails of those present.
The pall-bearers were C. Harmon
and A. May. Honorary bearers were:
R. Frye, M. Diggery, T. Poulin, E.
White, and F. Wells.
Surviving the deceased is his cousin,
Buddy Gallinari.
The funeral was under the direction
of Undertaker Josephine M. Springer,
and Asst. Grave-digger, Elizabeth
Durell. The memorial tablet donated
by the Geology Department, was
carved and erected by Miss Dorothy
Randolph.

Recovery Plans
We have had parts of the planning
idea in our recovery program. The
price-fixing sections of the NRA and
the crop control features of the AAA
are evidences of these. It would seem,
if Secretary Ickes has his way, that
the PWA will have a great deal of
planning in it as soon as it becomes
feasable; or in other words, as soon
In tribute to him the Editor-in-chief
as the Fall elections are out of the of The Garnet wrote:
way. The NRA is gradually giving up
"Now he is gone
its attempts of price-fixing because
No more shall we see
of the difficulties encountered in the
The quick golden flash
application of the theories. The AAA
Of his little body.
has succeeded in increasing the income of the farmer but this has been
a transfer of purchasing power from
oilier groups to the farmers and has
resulted in no net addition to the income of the country..
College students are only fair credit risks, according to a survey which
Economy Plans
was conducted recently by the Instructor magazine. College students have a
In spite of the apparent failure of credit risk percentage rating of only 59.6%.
The survey was made on a scale of good, 100 points; fair, 60 points;
some phases of national planning, it
does not seem advisable to throw it all poor, 20 points.
According to this survey, college students are not much better risks than
overboard. The proposal to plan our
public works program over a period of janitors and domestic servants, who are ranked closely with the collegians.
years with huge expenditures in times
No. of Ratings Received
of decline in private business and
OCCUPATION
Good Fair Poor Total
Pet. Rating
small expenditures when private busi- School Teachers
114
37
2
153
89.3
ness is good seems to be a sound one. Office Employees
108
46
154
88.1
The most vital part of this idea is the Doctors
.
98
44
6
148
S4.9
timing factor. If the government does Dentists
95
49
6
150
83.7
not start its building as soon as the Retail Salespeople
79
64
1
144
81.7
decline sets in, the expected results Nurses
81
49
15
145
78.2
may not take place. This is true of the Lawyers
59
58
153
36
66.0
present program as it took so long to Traveling Salesmen .
45
74
30
149
64.0
get started that the expenditures of College Students
18
66
19
103
59.6
any one mouth were not large enough Janitors
24
75
38
137
55.9
to bring about the desired results.
Domestic Servants
26
77
48
151
54.2
Many people feel that if the projects Farmers
16
63
67
146
46.1
had been ready so that the building Truck Drivers
7
69
63
139
43.9
could have gotten underway immedi- Automobile Salesmen
5
71
69
145
42.3
ately the program would have cur- Common Laborers
5
62
68
135
41.3
tailed unemployment to a much greater Barbers .
15
49
85
149
41.2
extent. Another project that seems to
deserve consideration is that of planning the use of our natural reserves.
If an economic plan were used here,
we could prevent the waste of four
million acres of farm land which is
the annual toll that soil erosion takes
because of our carelessness. If planENGLISH JOURNEY
SO RED THE ROSE
ning were used as proposed in public
works we could have projects that
By J. B. Priestly
were economically sound which is not
By Stark Young
the case at present with our porkThe recent non-fiction books have
barrel method of allotment.
ranged over wide fields and this one
Many readers of T. S. Stribling's
o
is one not easy to classify. "English trilogy of the South (The Forge, The
The educated American is pro- Journey" is a record of Mr. Priestly's Store, Unfinished Cathedral) were
foundly skeptical about machines, in- travels up and down present-day Eng- somewhat disappointed in the hardclined to regard every invention as land. His descriptions of the havoc of boiled unattractive characters preobsolescent as soon as it has been depression are stark and grim. The sented. For a sharply contrasting
made, but naively trustful about poli- working class gets an intensely real- view this fast-selling, latest novel of
tical platitudes or philosophical half- istic treatment. These sordid portions Stark Young's should be read. It is
truths and almost sheeplike in his ac- offset by charming descriptions of the a romantic treatment of Southern culceptance of social convention.
famous British countryside go to make ture with a classic philosophy of life
up a work well worth reading.
—Lord Eustace Percy.
that is sure to warm the reader.

College Students, With A Credit Risk Rating
Of 5.96 Per Cent, Head Janitors In Survey

New Deal Routs
Free Icebergs
Scene- College store. Chase Hall.
Itunent (most likely_.■<«£»»>"
Baw—bawhaw— baw. Woe is me .
General Johnson: What's the matter
little man?.
»„a„t i
Student: NRA! Now Run Away, i
want to cry it out.
General Johnson: Come now. tell
your uncle Hugo whafs troubling you.
Student: Baw! I lost my iceberg
with chocolate ice cream in it. Ana
it's all your fault. You nasty man.
General Johnson: Don't cry. Here's
a nickle. You can buy an iceberg with
it.
Student: (takes the money and buys
an iceberg; takes a bite; sees that it
has vanilla ice cream in it): Baw!
Baw! If this had chocolate ice cream
in it, I*d have two icebergs now!
So what does this all mean? It
means that the chocolate iceberg has
given us the cold shoulder! In recent
years, if one bought an iceberg that
had chocolate ice cream in it, he would
get one free. Just think of it! A
chance to be economical and at the
same time to satisfy the gullet! Suppose a fellow wanted to treat his girl

'Chick" Vallecenti, '35

friend, and he only had a nickle*
don't often treat girls in these' *«
but when we do, five cent- .;„-fparU,
thin'.) In the good old davs h„n**a fifty-fifty chance, but now'hj', ! w
have the spot cash. Unde
administration, although L^Hoov
the p
two cars in every man's garage *
not carried out successfully
the administration succeeded in **
ting two icebergs in every S|(J»
ul
mouth.
«
Without any warning the blue eaw
swooped down upon us and haried off our good old chocolate '
No longer shall we hear the whW **■
delight as some fortunate personi*
into his iceberg (may
iceberg was glad to leave u «*
would be glad too if you had bee "
ten so many times) and discoveCT
there is chocolate ice cream in jts thai
f^
man gets a free iceberg! WhatWiJ
But—there were those who weren't
lucky. It is reported that some s,*
dents spent a lot of time and mmt
trying to get a chocolate :'febert;
The janitors may be glad ti,at ,,
gone, seeing that there an
-s extr!
iceberg papers and sticks
ule /?
lege grounds. But we mis.- that chora
late iceberg in spite of its cold attitnd»
How easily it melted In '■
m
trickled down your throal
n,l nv,
you that smooth, soothing teeliJ
Yummm!

Bates Representative

I XI II I!
of fine clothing,
furnishings and shoes
authentically styled
for the College Man
CHASE HALL
Thursday Noon

LIBRARY FINDS

Showing for Benoit's
Vic O'Sullivan

The new year is well along now. The first burst of enthusiasm
has begun to dwindle. Yet a long stretch of the year lies before us.
1 he work which we hoped to do is still waiting for us. Get out the
old spirit! Remember your shout will do more good than your shot
unless you know how to handle a gun. In other words, you are a
part of the college. It is in part what you are.

Tkc Day and tke Work

'

To each man is given a day
and his work for the day,
And once and no more he
is given to travel his way;
It's woe unto him if he flies
from his task, whatever the odds;
For his task is appointed to
him on the scroll of the gods.

A man who has been
smoking Granger for a
long time said this:

There is waiting a work where
only his hands can avail;
And so, if he falters, a chord
in the music will fail;
He may laugh at the sky he
may play for an hour in the sun.
But he dare not go hence 'till
the labor appointed be done.

"A package of Granger gives
me and my old pipe about 9 hours
of enjoyment.
"My pipe is about average size,
and smoking it leisurely as I like
to do, a pipeload of Granger lasts
me about 25 minutes, and that
means that I get about 21 good
pipeloads from every package.
"Was there ever so much enjoyment for so small a cost?"

To each rrian is given a
marble to carve for the wall;
A stone that is needed to
heighten the beauty of all;
And only the soul'has the
magic to give it the grace;
And only his hands have the
cunning to put it in place.
Yes, there is waiting a work
for each man no other can do
bo your errand is waiting; it
has waited for ages for you,
And now you are come, and
the hushed are turning their gaze
To see what you do with
your chance in the chamber of days.
Edwin Markham.

•. • iw a
common-sense
package—10c

the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the pipe tobacco that's COOL
—•fills seem to Me it
I 1954,

LIGGETT

ft Myiu

TOBACCO CO.

I
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Freshman Is
GEOLOGY DEP'T FORECASTS
Entomologist
WEATHER JN^ THIS VICINITY

Bates Debaters Meet
Northwestern Over
N. B. C. Hook-up

Debating News

In the debate the Bates team will
uphold the negative side of the question. Prof. C. C. Cunningham, director
of debating at Northwestern and secretary of the Western Conference, will
act as chairman of the debate from
Chicago. Each speaker will be allowed
ten minutes in which to present his
arguments. Prof. Cunningham will
speak first and will introduce the first
speaker for the affirmative. The affirmative speaker will speak while the negative Bates team, hundreds of miles
away alertly listens over a radio receiver in the studio. Thus the speakers
will alternate back and forth from one
section of the country to another.
Bates people who live too far away to
come to the Bates Campus will be
given this opportunity to renew their
Bates interests by this intimate contact through Uie radio with Bates
men winning new honors for their
college. Prof. Quimby. Bates debating
coach, and his wife will be in Vermont
with the women's team, but he assures
us that he will be listening. And so it
will be with Bates alumni throughout
the country, high school debaters and
college debaters, and the general public all over the nation will be listening
to the national debating classic of the
year on Friday afternoon at 4:15 P. M.

The Freshman can boast, among
(Continued from Pa«« 1) .
other things, that it has an entomolomet Carl Rogers, Fred Timmerman,
gist. Willard Whitcomb of Sommerand Frank Hale of Vermont in a de- of this national debating event in the
vllle, Mass. has for the past seven
bate on the question of federal aid for bulletin in which Particulars of the deyears had a unique hobby in that he
As a result of the final varsity trials education. Prof. J. Murray Carroll bate and pictures of the debaters aphas collected more than a thousand
3
The Hate Weather Service, operated June, July and August a 6 degree different species of insects. This avoca- in debating, held last Thursday, the served as chairman. As this question
'nnnectioB with the college depart- range is allowed.
tion, however, has passed beyond the following students have officially be- is the one that is being used as the Tafes is indeed fortunate in having
' n| ol Geology and Geography, and
Other triangular flags are either full ordinary interest of his idle hours but come members of the Bates Debating national-high-school-debate topic for two such capable debaters as Perry
Council: Roger Fredland 36, Albion this year, all schools in the Bates and Jones to be her representatives in
"",.,,.,,.(I almost exclusively by stu- red, full white, and full blue. The last is to become his life work.
Beverage '37, Arnold Kenseth '37, High School Debating League were in', , ' enrolled in the Topics course, two are flags to indicate wind direcevent. Both have had three years
It was while he was looking through Grace Jack '38, Elizabeth Quimby '38, vited and a portion of the audience ?his
resumed activity. The Service was tion and are flown if strong winds are
of varsity debating experience Last
a
National
Geographic
Magazine
sevwas
composed
of
these
high
school
de,„1 October 1, 1933, and ren- expected. The rule applying to these
James Foster '38, Wesley Nelson '38,
vear both did extensive work in the
,1 forecasts until the close of regu- is simple:—White pennant indicates eral years ago that his interest was John Smith '38. Paul Stewart '38, and baters and their coaches.
Eastern Intercollegiate Debating
aroused.
The
pictures
of
the
odd
little
The
debate
was
of
the
Oregon
type
Charles
Wakefield
'38.
These
new
f^r college in June, and resumed its winds from a westerly quarter, and
League, and in a large measure their
bugs
and
crawling
creatures
intrigued
with
Bates
upholding
the
affirmative.
members
will
be
added
to
the
list
of
leasts during the summer session. above the red and black square flag him. He bought simple equipment and
efforts were responsible for bringing
Irving
Isaacson,
rising
from
a
sick
bed,
last
year's
members
who
have
again
The record made, from the beginning indicates northwest wind, below, south- books on the subject of entomolgy and
Bates to the top of the League again.
, , ,. station to the temporary closing, west winds; the blue pennant is for soon found himself deeply interested qualified this year. They are: Gordon did a creditable job in presenting the Both are members of Delta Sigma
main
case
for
the
Bates
team.
He
Jones,
Bond
Perry,
Walter
Norton,
12. 1934. was 239M: hits and easterly
Rho, the honorary forensic society.
j winds
-•»—Jince these are gen- in the work.
Ray Stetson, Margaret Perkins, Lil- pointed out the gradual evolution of
seg lor an average of 841. It erally storm winds. Above the red and
A curious method is used to capture lian Bean, Joyce Foster, and Ralph grants for education by the town, then
! that the department will be black square flag the blue pennant inDebaters Active
maintain this same record.
dicates northeast winds, and below some of the insects. In the case of the Musgrave, all of the senior class; the state, and went on to show that
On
campus
both of these debaters
college opened on September southeast winds. The RED pennant is wood moth, a beautiful creature that Carleton Mabee, Edmund Muskie, Wil- federal grants should now logically are also active. Perry is recognized as
follow.
He
stressed
the
fact
that
a
only
flies
at
night,
a
special
preparalian
Greenwood,
David
Whitehouse.
• ,,. forecasting has been carried flown only when the prediction or
one of the foremost journalists at
,ugn this year's record covers forecast has come from outside tion is used. The moth has a powerful Edward Curtin, Alonzo Conant, Irving policy of equalization would greatly Bates and is at present managing ediimprove
the
educational
advantages
in
sense
of
smell,
and
the
entomologist
Isaacson,
John
Crockett,
Isabella
,, '. time from September 21st. Five sources.
Priscilla Heath, Ruth many states and advocated the taxa- tor of the STUDENT. He is also editordank, and damp Saturdays in
The red and black square flag, asso- makes use of this ability to detect Flemming,
odors
a
long
way
off.
A
mixture
of
old
Rowe,
and
Dorothy Martin of the tion of wealth wherever found to edu- in-chief of the Mirror, the Bates an,ion have gone wrong, not only ciated with the white or the blue pennual. Perry is a member of the Sturum
and
molasses
is
used.
In
a
likely
junior
class;
and Ernest Robinson, cate children wherever found.
THE BLUE LINE
Hates Service, but with some nant, is used only when high winds
The negative brought forward the dent Council. Varsity Club, and is
place
where
a
moth
might
be.
the
bait
William
Metz,
Lawrence
Floyd,
HarLEWISTON - RUMFORD - FARMINGTON
, the national forecasts. Harry Mad- are expected. If a wind velocity of 35 is set out. After a reasonable length of riet Durkee. and Margaret McKusick argument that the standards of the senior football manager. Jones is a
Lv. LEWISTON
,,| Pells Semeli, working as fore- miles or more per hour is registered
states such as New York and Massa- member of the Y. M. C. A. cabinet and
7:45 A. M.. 1:00 P. M.. 6:00 P. M.
the sophomore class.
during the first two weeks of within 50 miles of the station the time the insect comes and unsuspect- of The
freshman squad to date is com- chusetts with better educational facil- the Politics Club. He is also active in
ingly
begins
to
eat
the
delicious
reLv. RUMFORD
_ „
did prepare excellent football forecast is correct. This wind velocity past. The entomologist with a long posed of the following members: John ities should not be lowered to meet the Outing Club. Jones is majoring in
7:35 A. M„ 12:50 P. M.. 4:50 P. M.
i for the past Saturday. Other may occur for a five minute period. net, does his work and consequently, Ciardi, Ruth Hamlin, Richard Gould, the rising standards of some of the History and Government and is an asLv. FARMINGTON
7:30 A. M. 12:46 P. M.. 4:46 P. If.
,,,,',,; are now being lined up and this However, if no wind velocity flag is the moth is soon viewing life from a Carl Mazzarella, and Gordon Williams. less fortunate states. The negative sistant in Government. Perry is also
majoring in History and Government.
.indent teams of two people will flown, and high winds do occur, the
also
emphasized
the
fact
the
equaliA
freshman
schedule
will
be
arranged
display board.
forecast for a two weeks' period in- forcaster receives a miss.
sation will mean standardization and
The method of mounting a moth is at a later date. *
ten days.
that individual differences must be
interesting.
Two
boards
are
layed
Rainfall
Checked
In ,,ider that the students on the
considered.
parallel
to
each
other
with
a
space
of
may be able to check the acRainfall measurements are now
.
W .
V> L//1 J\ JV
Pure Drugs and Medicines
Ray Stetson questioned the Vermont
about
a
half
inch
in
between
for
the
[ i lie forecasts and to interpret made in the department and are
The women's intercollegiate debat- witness, and Mr. Timmerman quesbody.
This
is
to
insure
the
right
shape
weather for the following days, it checked with the results obtained by
ing season opens tomorrow when tioned Mr. Isaacson. Frank Hale of
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Union Water Power Company. of the wings. Then a preparation is Joyce Foster '35, Ruth Rowe '36, and the Vermont summarized the case for
will not be amiss to make some state- the
put
on
the
wings
and
body
to
preserve
here concerning the method of Rain is caught in a 5% inch funnel on
Priscilla Heath '36 journey to Ver- the negative and Edmund Muskie for
Corner Bates and Main Streets
I.EWISTON, MAINE
the roof of Carnegie Science and is the shape and color.
-i and the signals used.
mont. Prof, and Mrs. Quimby will ac- the affirmative. Following the debate
Whitcomb has made a special study company the Bates women on their proper, a short open forum was condrained into a measuring device. The
Forecast Flags
amount of rainfall, as stated before, of the Ichneumon fly. This insect ex- trip.
ducted in which questions from the
ported
by the government in great
Thursday night they will debate a floor were asked of the debaters.
Fi recast Hags are flown from the that must fall to make a rain forecast
JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
We ran show you a varied
numbers,
is
of
great
value
in
that
it
women's team at the University of
flagpole on the northeast corner of accurate is 0.01 inches.
selection of
INC.
destroys
the
eggs
of
other
insects.
The
Standing
of
the
weather
bureau
from
Vermont. On the next night they will
Carnegie Science building—the corner
Ichneumon
fly
has
a
body
three
inches
ARTISTIC
MEMORIALS
PRIZE
CUPS, FOUNTAIN
October
1st,
1934,
to
September
21st,
debate
at
■
Middlebury
College.
The
feeing toward the library and Roger
PENS,
LADIES' SILK
Williams Hall. It is required that the 1934, is 841 per cent. In next week's long, making it easy to detect and question to be discussed is that of
Lewiston Monumental Works
indicating the weather for the Student a full list of the teams that study. It has the habit of laying eggs federal aid for education.
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER
5-10 BATES STREET
LEWISTON
in
the
larva?
of
other
insects,
thus
HATS
SHOES
will
do
the
forecasting
for
this
year
The
Bates
team
is
an
experienced
flay lie in the staff after 3 p. m.
HAND BAGS
TELEPHONE 4634-R
oi the day that the forecast is made. will appear. At present Harry Madden causing its young to eat its way out of one. Last year both Miss Rowe and
FURNISHINGS
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
Miss Heath participated in several init Is, a flag flying after 3 p. m. in- and Felix Semeli are running the the larva, killing it.
One of the reasons why Whitcomb tercollegiate debates, one of them
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS
< the weather for the next day. forecasts. .
For College\Men with
likes his field is that specimens are against Middlebury. Miss Foster as the
linns signals used are:
Correction
close at hand. In the course of a day's senior member of the team is starting
Smart Ideas
SOU -\RK WHITE FLAG — fair
The department of geology requests field trip, more than a thousand differ- on her third year as a varsity debater.
weather. (If less than 0.01 inches of
JEWELERS
that
certain
corrections
be
made
In
ent species are available.
i !i falls the day is fair regardless of
the article concerning the New EngThe purpose, Whitcomb, says in colLEWISTON, - MAINE
ihe cloudiness of the sky.i
Debaters
Open
Season
- [TJARE BLUE FLAG—rain or land Field Trip which was held lecting insects is not so much in getLast Friday night the Bates debatdepending on temperatures. (If October 12 and 13 and which was de- ting a great variety of bugs and low ing season was officially opened on
Bnon
Auburn, Maine
ii.ni inches of rain or more fall this scribed in the Student of October 17. animal life, but to learn all one can of campus when Irving Isaacson '36, Ray
"Mt. Appatite" should have been a few limited species.
flag is correct.)
Stetson '35. and Edmund Muskie '36
spelled
Mt.
Apatite.
The
folding
seen
Whitcomb is planning to go to CorBRING YOUR FILMS TO
SQUARE BLUE AND WHITE—used
unsettled weather. Blue above. at Wiseman farm is not unusual, as nell when he finishes at Bates. The
US FOR DEVELOPING
indicated
in
the
article.
The
word
course there was drawn up by Dr.
liability of rain or snow; white
AND FINISHING
. probability of fair weather. "Kane" should have been "kame", a John Henry Comstock, one of the
iTracea of rain might fall and the low, more or less conical hill or strati- greatest authorities in the United
24 Hour Service
ast is correct. But, if more than fied sands and gravels. Topaz is a States in the field of entomology.
Solicits the Patronage of Bates Co-eds
His work classifying Uncle Johnny
0.01 inches of rain fall, or more than gem stone, not merely a form of gem
stone.
The
words
biotite,
muscovite
Stanton's insect collection will take
I inch of snow falls, the forecast is
ONLY A SHORT DISTANCE FROM COLLEGE
and microlite need not be capitalized. him until June. At present he is fumiwrong.)
__,
gating
and
applying
chloroform
to
the
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
SQUARE WHITE FLAG, BLACK
wings of moths to ascertain what class
CENTER—cold wave; if flown alone it
they
should
go
in.
The
kind
or
family
FACULTY TO VOTE
i- the indication from our station; if
Telephone 3694
3 Minutes from Campus
DONE BY EXPERTS
the individual moth is determined
flov n with a RED PENNANT above, it
ON "NEW DEAL" of
by the veins in the wings. He likes his
is oil advice of weather bureau.
College and Sabattus Streets
Telephone 406
work with the college collection beTELEPHONE 1817-W
SQUARE RED AND BLACK FLAG
There is little in our national
cause it covers many species, and also
used "tily for indicating winds of
LEWISTON
life more momentous and deserv415 1-2 MAIN STREET
gives
him
an
opportunity
to
study
g&\« lotce. Flown usually on advice
ing of interest than the controentomology.
■ I veaiAer stations. Will usually be
versial "New Deal." For the past
J.'IMIM u ii h red pennant.
few months both flowers and
BLACK TRIANGULAR PENNANT
fruit have been hurled at it in
- this is the temperature flag. The
increasing numbers. For memeasy rule to remember is that when it
bers of a student body it should
ibove any other flag it indicates
be interesting to know what
wanner weather, and below any other
their instructors from the standflag it indicates colder weather.
points of their various departments think on the matter.
Accuracy Varies
Therefor a poll is being carried
Accuracy checked varies with the
among faculty members, the remonth—for November, December, Jansults of which will be printed in
nary and February a 12 degree range
next week's Student. The opin•■■mperature is allowed; for March.
ions given by the professors will
April, September and October an 8 debe brief and quoted directly.
sire range is allowed; and for May.

Staff Maintained High Degree Of Efficiency—
Last Year Rated .841

New Council Members

RW7

Women Debaters

i^l

\W Revered Druggist

SMART CLOTHING

fobbUlgtspn

[D.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

Barnstone - Osgood

Where The Bobcat* Meet

HOLLYWOOD BEAUTY SALON

ALL LINES OF BEAUTY CULTURE

LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

The Quality Shop

Good T;

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

DEWITT
BEAUTY
SHOP

"21 JiJatess dPrabition"
SA Y IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET
B.te. 19041

If

n

LE

ESSAGER
\D u Mashing

Co.

Frederick and Bonat
PERMANENT WAVES $6 - $10
ZOTOS Machineless
Waving $10
Other Permanents - - Finger Waves
- - - -

$5-$10
50e

TELEPHONE 3644

MERRILL & WEBBER

COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
5-99 Main St.,
AUBURN, ME.

Job Printers

J. E. LaFlamme

Publishers

PHOTOGRAPHER
VISIT THE NEW
STUDIO AT
135 MAIN STREET
Lewiston

"It's toasted"
Vr«r «*r~, #..»«■ I.

I-* irritation-a*,** ™tk

CARL HELDMAN, ». A««>'

225 LISBON STREET

TELEPHONE 2134

CoprrUUt 1IH. Tl» America Tobuco Comi-M

The world's finest tobaccos are used in Luckies
—the "Cream of the Crop"—only the clean center leaves—for the clean center leaves are the
mildest leaves—they cost more—they taste better.
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Veysey Wins In FR0SH PLAY
BATES FORCES TAKEN OVER
BY BOSTON UNIVERSITY Cross Country KENTS HILL
ON FRIDAY
Northeastern University
Morey Praises Men

the ends. Bob Anicetti at guard and
Merle McClusky and Joe Pignone at
fullback were also mentioned as men
who are generally overlooked but
who are playing splendid games.
Barney Marcus, starting in place of
crashing Ted Wellman, who was out
Placing five runners in the first
with a bad ankle, carried the ball for eleven. Northeastern University capgood
gains
on
Bates'
only
touchdown
Former Bates Player Aids
the triangular cross-country
With every man lit and ready to go,
drive. He dove off-tackle •for runs of tured
meet from Bates and Colby here last
Terriers To Win
21, 13 and 27 yards respectively. Pig- Saturday with a 34 point total against the frosh football team is waiting
none scored on a low plunge but the 39 for the Bobcats and 58 for the most anxiously for Friday to roll
Boston University bested Bates In rush for the extra point failed. Score, Mules. Cliff Veysey, Colby, who placed around, when they will tackle the
Kents Hill eleven. It will be
a stubborn tilt on Garcelon field Sat- Bates 6—B. U. 0.
third in the I. C. 4-A cross-country strong
the first game for the Bobkittens and
urday, 8-6. It was the captain of the
run
last
year,
was
individual
winner,
Costly Fumble
they are determined to open their seaBates Freshman team of three years
Bates kicked off after the touch- crossing the finish line on the Garce- son in an auspicious manner by
ago, Right End Russ Lynch, who was
lon Field track in the time of 20 trouncing the Hilltoppers by a condown
and
was
soon
in
a
second
posione of the sharpest thorns in the Bobminutes 21 4-5 seconds, almost a mincat's side. With the second period tion to score. Then came a costly ute ahead of Art Johnston of North- vincing score.
However this will be no easy task,
more than half over, Crocke tossed a fumble. Clark had previously blocked eastern, who beat out Bates' Paul
pass to Lynch who in turn lateraled to an attempted quick kick by Pattison Tubbs by eleven seconds. Herb Dever- since Kents Hill was practically the
Sandercock, who went over for the from his own four yard line. Gauthier ber, Colby, was fourth, some distance same team that won their game last
winning touchdown as Lynch took recovered for Bates. Then as Marcus ahead of Ted Hammond, the second year against the frosh. Their team is
tried to plunge the line, he dropped
studded with high school stars from
Valicenti out of the play.
the ball and Gubellini recovered for Bates man to finish. Hammond was greater Boston and they will most
followed
by
a
trio
of
Northeastern
B. U.
certainly be a hard nut to crack.
Lynch Center Of Interest
Later one of Clark's punts was men, Art Lengel, Capt. Dick Stimson,
Coach "Buck" Spinks hasn't decided
and
Art
Perry,
who,
with
the
eleventh
Russ Lynch, gained no end of recog- blown offside at the line of scrimmage
upon his opening line-up as yet and
place
winner,
Walt
Roback,
gave
nition for the part he played in the on Bates' 49. Pattison made a beauevery position is still open. The work
B. U. victory.
tiful kick which rolled outside on the Northeastern the winning score of 34 done this week in presenting Maine's
points.
Damon
Stetson,
Garnet
runThe scribes could not help but make Bates 2. Here the B. U. line took adplays to the varsity will decide who
a lot of it. Some had it that Lynch vantage of a break and came in fast ner, nipped a stride from the finish will start. However it is expected that
could not even make the freshman on the next play. Clark's kick was line by Perry, took ninth, with Capt. such men as Aldrich Richards, Cook,
team here and hadn't been given a blocked and rolled outside the end Drake also of Bates only five yards Seferis, Hutchinson, Berkeley, and
chance. The same idea as Marty Brill zone for a safety. Score Bates 6, behind. Art Danielson, sophomore, Quinn who have shown up exceptioncompleted the Garnet scoring by plac- ally well so far this season will annot getting a break at Penn and later B. U. 2.
ing eleventh. Colby was never a fac- swer the opening whistle.
returning with the Irish to rout the
tor with Veysey and Deverber its only
Pennsylvanians. As a matter of fact
B. U. Goes Ahead
It is difficult to pick a winner but
Lynch captained the freshman team
A few plays later came the Crocke- harriers to place in the first fifteen. it is a sure bet that no matter who
here but was ineligible his second to-Lynch-to-Sandercock passes which
The runners, starting shortly before wins, it will be a game worth seeing.
year. Every effort was made to help scored and made the count B. U. 8, the end of the half of the football
him by the sophomore committee but Bates 6.
game, remained bunehded for almost
a mile. Then Veysey, Johnston, Tubbs,
when he couldn't make the grade nothing could be done. Moreover, outside
and Deverber started to separate from
Bates Loses Chance
of the scoring plays. Lynch did not
One of Bates' best scoring chances the others. The finishing order of
look any too good. A scrappy player came when Valicenti ran back Patti- the first five runners was maintained
but scarcely in the same league as son's punt to the 32. Curtin, flashy over most of the new four-mile course,
Mendall, Clark, and Dinsmore.
Bates pony back, reeled off 6 yards. A witli Veysey consistently increasing
first down was registered on a pass, his lead after a mile and a half had
Up in the Harvard Stadium, during
Coach Praises Team
Valicenti to Curtin, on B. U.'s 15. Then been covered. The order behind the the recent Harvard-Bates football
leaders,
however,
was
constantly
Coach Morey stated after the game Bates was thrown for two short losses
game there was a loud lunged, empty
that the team played "remarkably and then for a 12, when Van Iderstine changing especially after the cramp- brained fan reported as from Lewisgood football" these past two weeks broke through and downed Valicenti causing hills had been reached, but ton, probably well warmed up internagainst very strong opponents. "New before he had started to pass. A sec- Hammond, Lengel, Stimson, Stetson, ally who insisted on making a nuisHampshire is very powerful and had ond completed pass from Valicenti to and Perry ran in a group over most ance of himself. He knew more than
a particularly strong game when we Curtin on the next play was not of the course.
Since this is the only time this the officials and wanted the world to
struck them," he continued, "and the enough to make up for the lost ground
know all about it. He rode the offiyear
that the new route will be used cials
B. i
men all clicked beautifully and B. U. took possession on their
to an echo, calling them everyin
a
contest,
Veysey's
mark
of
also."
own 10.
thing from blind men to horse theives.
20.21
4-5
sets
a
1934
meet
record.
B. U. has an enrollment vastly
In the first part of the game Bates
He had all the earmarks of an indigreater than Bates and this year is received a 15 yard penalty when Purvidual who doesn't dare call his soul
Meet At Orono
rated along with the best small college inton caught Clark's punt before it had
his own at home and so takes it out
teams in New England. Saturday they grounded. Crocke threw a pass for a
Between the halves of next Satur- on everyone else when he gets into
played far over their heads and we first down on Bates' 20 but here the day's Bates-Maine game at Orono, a the open air.
have no less an authority for that rally stopped and Bates kicked down triangular cross-country meet with
One of his pastimes was screaming
.statement than Pat Hanley himself. the field.
representatives of Maine, Bates and "why don't you call a penalty on that"
Yet the Terriers found Bates almost
Colby competing, will be held. Al- every time a Bates back would make
too much for them. A costly fumble
Stone Outstanding
though of secondary importance to a good play. He sat in the same secand an adverse wind, largely matters
Beside the flashy running of Marcus, the football game, interest is being tion with the Bates rooters and made
of chance, were big factors in the last Curtin and Manning were outstanding shown in the meet, since it will dea complete nuisance of himself.
period uprising. The fact that one in the Bates' backfield. Manning made cide the state championship.
There's generally one at every
play turned victory into defeat can- some nice runbacks and Curtin was
The University's harriers will rule game.
not hide the fact that the Garnet threatening every minute. Before his a decided team favorite with such
That Harvard took note of this perplayed a game that might very well injury Bill Stone, giant Bates tackle men as the Black brothers. Marsh.
have won and that any school its size was the most effective lineman on the Hunnewell, and H. Saunders. Bates sonage is shown by the following editorial from the Harvard A. A. News.
could scarcely duplicate.
field. Gauthier and Fuller also showed will again count on the diminutive
A BALKY FOG HORN
up well.
Paul Tubbs, Ted Hammond, Damon
Individual Players Shine
Maybe it was the fact that he
Along with Stone, Curtin and Lind- Stetson, Capt. Carl Drake, Danielson.
was cold outside and warm inCoach Morey was especially pleased holm left the field with injuries.
Winston, and B. Saunders; while Cliff
side. Maybe it was just that he
with the playing or Sam Fuller at
Statistics give B. U. a slight edge Veysey and Herb Derverber will be
was one of those cantankerous
guard. Sam is not what you can call oven Morey's men.
up in the van for Colby. Veysey is
individuals who would make his
a heavy man the coach said but
Bates
B.U. expected to be the individual winner.
his work was "absolutely splendid," First downs
5
7
against New Hampshire and B. U. Yards gained rushing
106
160
FALL CLOTHES FOR THE DISCRIMINATING CO-ED
Besides Stone and Lindholm, the Yards lost rushing
30
35
coach mentioned Mike Dobrosky as Penalties
4
7
Styles Direct from New York
Special Discount to Bates Students
playing a "tine" game at center, Yards penalized
40
45
George Mendall and Wes Dinsmore Passes attempted
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE
5
9
as doing remarkably good jobs at Yards gained passing
33
59
109-111 LISBON ST.
LEWISTON

Captures Win In
Saturday Meet

For Fight Against
Strong B. U. Team

Bobkittens Eager To Try
Claws In Their First
Game

One Bates Rooter
Drew Harvard Ire

CORTELL'S

FROSH DIVIDE
IN X-C0UNTRY

Bates Tackles Maine
In Series Opener
Continued from Pafe '

First Team Beats New Sharon;
Lisbon Licks Reserves As
Wallace Shines

Saturday. His defensive game is es
pecially good..
Dobrosky for Lindholm
The guard positions are well takea
care of by Fuller, and Biernacki. with
Taylor and Anicetti as reserves Mike
Dobrosky will see service »t center
in place of Lindholm. and although
lacking the senior star's experience
is expected to turn in his consistently
brilliant game. Don Gautier_ and Al
Carlin will probably start at the tackle
berths
^ Carlin
>*<* «
*™
although
has
beenT^efbv
bothered b>
a bad shoulder. Wellman may be recruited from the backfleld to bolster
the tackles and possibly Biernacki
may be shifted over from guard. With
Maine's attack featuring off tackle
thrusts the tackle posts cannot be too
well fortified.
Maine Hit by Injuries
Although also hard hit by injuries
the Maine outfit is a powerful one. It
lost its opening game to Rhode Island
but outplayed them all afternoon.
They showed real power in routing Lowell Tech 46-0 and gained considerable
ground against Dartmouth although
losing 27-0. Judging from the New
Hampshire game Bates should hold
the edge. The Wildcats had to take to
the air to gain an even break with
Bates in a game that was fought on
practically even terms, but last Saturday Maine lost 24-7. The score does
not indicate the closeness of the playing, however, and the Brice-men
should not be underated. They are
likely to present Bates' biggest obstacle in its Championship quest.
own rules to suit his own conveniences. Maybe it was that
he was just a cheap person. In
any event the leather lunged
individual with the big voice in
the Stadium on October 6 would
have got his just desserts if he
had been given a lesson in good
taste by someone or other.
Nothing detracts from the appeal of an athletic contest so
much as an obnoxious person
whose yelling from the stands
at umpires, referees, or participants, rolls across the field like
a balky fog horn. The occasional presence of such a person in
the Stadium only emphasizes
how fortunate Harvard game
spectators have been because of
the rarity of such disturbances.
—From Lewiston Evening Journal.
(We reprint this for you without comment.—ed.)

Come out for A. A.
Don't stay away
Unless you really have to.
You'll have some fun.
So why not come?
It's really foolish not to.
Come out you Garnets,
And Blacks as well.
Which team will win
Only time will tell.
But come along and do your part
To help your side right from the start.
One hour a week—you'll never rue it.
If your side wins, you've helped to do
it.
Now Hockey's a game that's fast and
furious.
But very seldom is it injurious.
Diana had her bow and arrow,
Cupid had his too.
Practice helped them hit their marks,
'Twill do the same for you.
Tennis players, do your stuff.
Your game's fast too, but never rough.
If your backhand's weak, why don't
despair.
A. A. practice will banish your care.
The student coaches do their best
To enliven the practice with pep and
zest.
You think, you're busy? How about
them?
Their time's as valuable as a costly
gem.
But they're on the job 'most every day.
Don't be a meanie. Come out for A. A.

Words are the physicians of a mind
diseased.—Aeschylus.
o
Comparisons are odious.
—Christopher Marlowe.

WHEN DOWNTOWN
FOR A

and
Wish to inform their Bates
friends that they are clerks
and agents for

Maine Athletic Supply Co.
226 Main Street Strand Tktatrt Baildiif
Telephone 3732

Bring your co-ed to our >?«t\A
Sunday-nite suppers

Strand Clothes Shoppe

Beverages of All Kinds On Sale

The Fireside Tea Room

DROP IN TO SEE US

COLLEGE CAFE

Telephone 4022

209 Main St.
Lewiston
OPPOSITE STRAND THEATRE

15 SABATTUS ST.

LEWISTON

17 Davis Street

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

AUBURN

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR

Compliments of

CHASE HALL

TUFTS
BROTHERS

COME TO

Printing Specialists

EDS AND CO-EDS

TURGEON'S

Telephone 1710
193 MIDDLE ST.

I smoke a

LEWISTON

FOR YOUR

Jewelry and Watch
Repairs
The only per tonally conducted jewelry
business for forty yean under the tame
management and ownerehip in the city.

Geo. V. Turgeon & Co.
80 Lisbon Street

great manj Chesterfields.,
morning, noon and night
.. mey aw always the same

Lewiston

SIGN
'BIG CHIME CLOCK1

CITIES
SERVICE
I

A. G. SPALDING
Football
Basketball
Track
Supplies

FOR BETTER

OIL & GAS
FRED C. McKENNEY
Comer College and Sabattus Sts.
WASHING and GREASING

LEWISTON SHOE
HOSPITAL
7 SABATTUS STREET
We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
Agent. JAMES EVES. '35

DOWNING'S
CANDY STORE
Wm Makm Our Own let Cream
63 COURT STREET
AUBURN

GUNS

.

RIFLES

WINCHESTER
AMMUNITION
Equipment For All Hunters

G. R. Hunnewell Fur Co.
57 Court Street
Auburn
Telephone 2396

CALL

4040
FOR REAL COURTEOUS
TAXI SERVICE
LEWISTON, - MAINE

The College Store
IS FOR

Bates Students
A COMPLETE LINE OF
CLASS ROOM SUPPLIES ON
SALE FOR YOUR
-CONVENIENCE
DROP IN BETWEEN
CLASSES

.:-•.. ..>•>.:.:.
MONDAY

WEDNESDAY
SATURDAY
NINO
CRETE
MARTINI
STUECKGOLD
KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS

The Chesterfields you're
smoking now are just like
they were last year or any
other year—because we always buy the right tobaccos
—uniformly ripe and mild.

ROSA
PONSKM.R

9 P. M. (E. S. T.)—COLUMBIA NETWORK

Lewiston

Our 4th Big Season |
Is Underway

Refreshing
Light Lunch

JOHN J. GARRITY, *37

Suede Leather Jackets
Sweat Shirts, Etc.
SPORTING GOODS AT
Y2 PRICE

46 Ash Street

OR

ANTONE DUARTE, '36

Annual Fall
Sale

Victor News
Company

DROP IN
AFTER THE SHOW

O

The Bates freshmen ran two cross
country races last Friday afternoon a
feat which has not been seen at Bates
for many years.
Sending his seven best men against
New Sharon in the first race, Rjv
Thompson was rewarded with his firs',
victory in three starts. Then a weak
Lisbon team eked out a 28-30 victory
over the frosh reserves.
The feature of the afternoon, how.
ever, was furnished in the second race
when Wallace of the visitors turned
in the fine time of 11:26 over a course
that is approximately 200 yards longer
and considerably harder than the one
on which Pritchard of Bridgton holds
the record of 10:42.
Fisher. Howard, and Burnap. took
the first three places for Bates in tne
opener against New Sharon, the winning time being 11:41. "
The lack of a well-balanced team almost cost Lisbon their hard earned
victory over the second team. Kight
yearlings finished before the fifth Lisbon man but the schoolboys hid taken
enough places near the front to preserve a two point margin. Blanchard
of Bates in the second race showed
the most improvement, fini-hing in
second place although rated much
lower. His time indicated that he was
of first string caliber.
Coach Thompson was well pleased
with the showing made by the first
team, every man showing an improvement in time. Hebron Academy will
run here this afternoon.

^^esferfie/dsy&$ milder . . they taste betuer
© 1M4. Uaan & Mm* To*«x» <

Lewiston

